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ABSTRACT 
In going global, fvms are fotced to be local yet stay competitive . N is because cumre 
defea/s the possiMity to use a prefy standardization strategy for going global. Culture also 
timed out to be a factor cortributing the existence of controversial product. A lot of 
everyday product is consideted as controversial fYOdud that make flfflls find the diffICUltytl 
marketing the product. However, culure is dynamic thus people's perception toward 
oonIToversJal product might aJro change. Thus, this fflS88l'Ch w;I analyze jf ClJltll8l 
changing happen by using advertisemeri of controversJal product in a global controversial 
magazn, as the illustration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

u. Research Background 

n one hand. the current market condition 
kwtes firms to be innovative since market 
aMrays asks for distinguish products that 
dlffer from the eXisting one (Harefa & 
Siadari, 2006). In the other hand, firms are 
also being forced to stay competitive by 
offering high value yet having efficient 
processes and lower production cost 
(DECO, 2007). The development of 
tedvlok>gy has enable firms to achieve it. 

The development of technology 
allows finns to integ rate their system, 
standardize their produdslservices and 
stay competitive in the market. Especia lly 
for the second objective, it is possibJe since 
the development of technology lets people 
from different places absorb similar 
ilformation that lead to the same 
preferenoes (Levitt, 1983). However, 
QJ1ture defeats the possibility to provide 
staOOardize producUservice (Viswanathan 
8. Dickson. 2007) . It is because culture 
affects the way people perceived 
something (Samovar, Porter. & McDaniel, 
1009). Therefore, a lot of daily products 
consider as controv ersial by some people 
(Wison & West, 1981 ; Waller, Fam, & 
EJdogan, 2005). As such, a product might 
beseen as a common product in one place 
lU seen as controversial produd in other 
places. This fact make firms find the 

difficulty in marketing their products 
especially when entering new markets. 

Further, Wilson and West (198 1) 
argued that people's perception toward 
controversial product will chang e over time 
coe to change in the culture (Samovar, 
Porter, & McDaniel, 2009); peopJe are 
expected to become more tolerant, 
following the cultural transformation 
(Hofstede, 2001). As such, people 
perception is expected to change that 
result in the changing of people perception 
toward controversial product. 

1.2. Research Objective 

Refer to the research background, thi s 
research will analyze if culture does 
change by using advertisement of 
controversial product in a global 
controversial magazine as the illustration. 
This research postulates that the number 
of advertisement of controversial product in 
a global controversial magazine will 
decrease over the time because people are 
expected to be more welcome toward the 
controversial. As such, marketers of 
controversial product find more alternatives 
medium for advertising the ir products. The 
following literature review will explain in 
detail the reason of the postulation. 

The controversial product · is 
se lected since a lot of everyday produd 
considered as controversial and marketers 
find the difflOJlty in penetrating the market, 
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